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We investigate the behavior of colloidal particles immersed in a binary liquid mixture of water and

2,6-lutidine in the presence of a chemically patterned substrate. Close to the critical point of the mixture,

the particles are subjected to critical Casimir interactions with force components normal and parallel to

the surface. Because the strength and sign of these interactions can be tuned by variations in the surface

properties and the mixtures temperature, critical Casimir forces allow the formation of highly ordered

monolayers but also extend the use of colloids as model systems.
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Analogous to the geometrical confinement of quantum-
electrodynamical (QED) vacuum fluctuations between two
parallel metallic plates [1], the constraint of concentration
fluctuations in fluid mixtures close to their critical point
gives rise to critical Casimir forces acting on the confining
surfaces [2]. The range of this interaction is set by the bulk
correlation length � of the mixture which diverges when
approaching the critical point. Therefore, critical Casimir
forces are sensitive to minute changes in temperature.
Despite several quantitative measurements [3,4], it was
only recently when the amplitude of measured critical
Casimir forces in quantum- and classical liquids has been
directly compared to theoretical predictions [5–8]. Direct
force measurements of a single colloidal particle above a
flat surface and immersed in a critical water-lutidine mix-
ture demonstrated, that critical Casimir interactions can
easily exceed multiples of the thermal energy kBT [8].
Accordingly, they offer a versatile opportunity to control
the pair interaction in colloidal suspensions by weak tem-
perature changes [9,10]. Apart from their exquisite tem-
perature dependence, critical Casimir forces respond
sensitively to the chemical properties of the confining
surfaces. Depending on whether both surfaces preferen-
tially attract the same mixture’s component or not (sym-
metric or asymmetric boundary conditions), attractive or
repulsive critical Casimir forces arise [8,11,12].

So far, experimental investigations of critical Casimir
interactions have been limited to homogeneous surfaces
(in contrast to QED Casimir forces [13]) where the corre-
sponding forces act perpendicular to the confining walls.
However, when one or both surfaces are chemically pat-
terned, also lateral critical Casimir forces have been pre-
dicted [14].

In this Letter we experimentally study the interaction
between colloidal particles and chemically patterned sub-
strates immersed in a binary critical mixture. Close to the
critical point lateral critical Casimir forces lead to the
formation of highly ordered colloidal assemblies whose
structure is controlled by the underlying chemical pattern.

This may suggest a novel route for templated growth of
colloidal crystals. At higher particle concentrations, addi-
tional critical Casimir forces between nearby particle sur-
faces arise and eventually lead to the formation of three-
dimensional, facetted colloidal islands on the substrate.
Because particle-substrate and particle-particle critical
Casimir interactions can be systematically and indepen-
dently varied, this provides new opportunities in the use of
colloids as model systems for the investigation of island
growth on surfaces as this is important for the fabrication
of nanostructures [15].
We used 2:4 �m diameter polystyrene (PS) spheres with

a surface charge of 10 �C=cm2 rendering them hydro-
philic which corresponds to (�) boundary conditions
[16]. They were suspended in a water-2,6-lutidine (WL)
mixture with critical composition, i.e., a lutidine mass
fraction of cCL ffi 0:286 [17]. WL mixtures have a lower
critical demixing point at TC ffi 307 K [17]. The Debye
screening length of the mixture was determined with total
internal reflection microscopy (TIRM) to ��1 ffi 12 nm
from the particle-wall interaction potential between a
single colloidal sphere and a flat glass surface [8]. The
suspension was contained in a flat sample cell being as-
sembled from a glass substrate, a 150 �m thick spacer and
a glass cover plate with two filling tubes.
To fabricate glass surfaces with well-defined spatial

variations regarding their boundary conditions, they have
been first coated with a monolayer hexamethyldisilazane
(HMDS). For this, we exposed the substrate to HMDS
vapor for several hours in an exicator [8]. This treatment
renders the glass surface hydrophobic with preferential
adsorption for lutidine, i.e., (þ) boundary condition as
confirmed by previous TIRM measurements. Spatial pat-
terning of the boundary conditions was achieved by expo-
sure of HMDS coated surfaces to a focused ion beam (FIB)
of positively charged gallium (Ga) ions. The incident ions
locally remove the HMDS molecules from the surface and
thus create well-defined hydrophilic (�) areas. To avoid
possible distortion of the ion beam due to charging effects
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of the isolating glass surface, the latter was simultaneously
exposed to an electron beam. With this procedure we
created chemical patterns with a lateral resolution on the
order of several tens of nanometers extending over an area
of approx. 400� 400 �m2. Typical parameters for the
current, voltage and dose of the Ga ions were on the order
of 1 nA, 30 kV and 26 �C=cm2. For the electron beam
similar currents but only voltages on the order of 5 kVwere
used. After the substrate patterning, the cell was assembled
and the suspension was inserted. Finally, the filling tubes
were sealed with teflon plugs to avoid evaporation of the
mixture. The upper part of the sample cell was in thermal
contact with a copper frame (having a window to allow for
optical access) and connected to a flow thermostat which
was operated 1 K below TC with a stability of 10 mK. For
precise temperature control, the cell was actively heated
from below with a transparent indium tin oxide (ITO)
coated glass sheet which was operated by a temperature
controller. As thermometers we used two platinum resis-
tors (Pt100) which were contacted from outside to the
sample cell. With this setup we achieved a temperature
stability of about 10 mK over several hours. The entire
sample and heating unit was mounted on the stage of an
inverted microscope where particle positions were deter-
mined by digital video microscopy with a spatial resolution
of about 50 nm [18].

Figure 1 shows the two-dimensional particle distribution
�ðx; yÞ of highly diluted colloidal suspension in a WL-
mixture above a chemically patterned substrate. As sub-
strate pattern we have chosen squares with (�) boundary
conditions and 2:6 �m side length arranged in a square
lattice with 5:2 �m periodicity. For temperatures TC �
T ¼ 0:72 K where critical Casimir forces are negligible
[8], the colloidal particles do not respond to the substrate
pattern but are rather evenly distributed across the field of
view [Fig. 1(a)]. This demonstrates that possible lateral

variations of van der Waals [14] or electrostatic interac-
tions caused by the FIB treatment can be neglected under
our experimental conditions. Upon approaching TC, the PS
particles become increasingly localized at the hydrophilic
squares while they avoid the hydrophobic regions as seen
in Figs. 1(b)–1(d). This behavior is due to gradient forces
caused by critical Casimir interactions which lead to a
strongly temperature-dependent attraction of the (�) PS
particles at the hydrophilic squares (symmetric boundary
conditions) and a repulsion from the hydrophobic regions
(þ) (asymmetric boundary conditions). Because the parti-
cle size is similar to that of the chemical substrate pattern,
�ðx; yÞ eventually resembles the geometry of the under-
lying substrate pattern as seen in Fig. 1(d).
To quantify lateral critical Casimir forces, we created

substrates having a one-dimensional periodic chemical
pattern, i.e., hydrophilic (�) and hydrophobic (þ) stripes
with 2:6 �m and 5:2 �m width, respectively. Similar as
above, the PS colloids are strongly confined to the (�)
stripes when the WL-mixture is heated close to TC as seen
by the asymmetric shape of the particle trajectories (inset
of Fig. 2). The critical Casimir potential Vðx; y; zÞ of a
particle above a patterned substrate depends on its lateral
position x, y and height z above the surface. Since the
z-coordinate is not accessible with digital video microcopy,
the measured �ðx; yÞ corresponds to the projection of the
three-dimensional particle distribution onto the xy plane.
For the one-dimensional surface pattern as considered
here, these data can be further projected onto the x axis
(being perpendicular to the direction of the stripes). From

FIG. 1 (color online). Averaged particle density distribution
�ðx; yÞ of a diluted colloidal suspension of 2:4 �m particles in a
critical water-lutidine mixture in the presence of a chemically
patterned substrate. Tc � T ¼ 0:72 (a), 0.25 (b), 0.23 (c), and
0.14 K (d).

FIG. 2 (color online). Temperature-dependent critical Casimir
potential acting on a hydrophilic 2:4 �m PS particle above a
chemically striped pattern with alternating (�) and (þ) bound-
ary conditions. Line widths are 2:6 �m (�) and 5:2 �m (þ),
respectively. Inset: trajectories of two particles recorded over
45 min. on striped chemically patterned substrate with (�)
regions indicated in gray.
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the resulting one-dimensional particle distribution �̂ðxÞ we
define the effective one-dimensional critical Casimir po-
tential via the Boltzmann factor

V̂ðxÞ
kBT

¼ � ln�̂ðxÞ þ c (1)

with c an arbitrary constant. In Fig. 2 we show the results
for a single period as a function of temperature. It is clearly
seen that upon approaching TC, the critical Casimir poten-
tial becomes increasingly attractive at the stripes with (�)
boundary condition. The measured nonlinear temperature

dependence of the potential depth �V̂ is shown in Fig. 3 as
closed symbols. We have limited these measurements to

temperatures where �V̂ < 4kBT to allow for occasional
particle escapes from the potential wells during the mea-
suring time which are required to sample the entire energy
landscape. It should be mentioned, however, that much
deeper potentials can be obtained by further approach-
ing TC.

For a quantitative estimate, we assumed that�V̂ is given
by

�V̂ ffi Vð��Þ � Vðþ�Þ (2)

where Vð��Þ and Vðþ�Þ are the critical Casimir potentials

of the colloid above infinite homogeneous substrates with
(�) and (þ) boundary condition, respectively. These po-
tentials only depend on the corresponding particle heights
zð��Þ and zðþ�Þ. Although Eq. (2) ignores the finite width

of the stripes (which is only slightly larger than the particle
diameter), this simplification is justified here as can be seen

by the almost vanishing curvature of V̂ðxÞ near its mini-
mum. The critical Casimir potential of a colloidal sphere
with radius R at height z above a homogeneous surface is

given by [8]

V

kBT
¼ R

z
#

�
z

�

�
(3)

with # the corresponding universal scaling function for
symmetric and asymmetric boundary condition which have
been inferred from recent Monte Carlo simulations for
classical binary mixtures [8,19]. The correlation length is

given by � ¼ �0ðTC�T
TC

Þ�0:63 with �0 � 0:2 nm for water-

lutidine mixtures as determined experimentally [8,20].

What remains for the calculation of �V̂ from Eqs. (2)
and (3) are the temperature-dependent particle heights of
a 2:4 �m PS particle on a substrate with (��) and (þ�)
boundary condition. The height distributions have been
measured with TIRM with an accuracy of �30 nm and
yield temperature-dependent mean values of hzið��Þ ¼
0:12 �m and 0:11 �m � hziðþ�Þ � 0:2 �m. Note, that

within our experimental resolution, hzið��Þ does not vary
with temperature due to the strong electrostatic repulsion at
small distances. The calculated temperature-dependence of

�V̂ is shown as open symbols in Fig. 3. Best agreement
with the experimental data is obtained when assuming that
TC is 80 mK lower than the temperature where the onset of
phase separation (being identified as TC) has been experi-
mentally observed. This shift is within our error in deter-
mining the critical temperature with this procedure. The
good agreement in Fig. 3 also confirms that the above
assumption [Eq. (2)] is indeed reasonable under our
conditions.
When further increasing the particle density, critical

concentration fluctuations become also confined between
adjacent colloidal surfaces. This leads—in addition to the
forces between the particles and the substrate—to critical
Casimir interactions between adjacent particles. Within the
Derjaguin approximation its amplitude is one-half of
Eq. (3) [21]. To study the interplay of those forces we
created a substrate with a single chemical step, i.e., with
(�) boundary conditions on the left and (þ) on the right
side. As can be seen in Fig. 4 the colloidal particles in a
critical water-lutidine mixture form rather different struc-
tures on each side of the substrate. On the left side, all
boundary conditions (particle-particle and particle-
substrate) are symmetric (��) thus leading to attractive
interactions. Upon approaching the critical temperature,
this leads essentially to a loosely-packed single layer of
particles as seen on the left side of Fig. 4(a). Because of
vertical particle fluctuations, some colloids (appearing as
bright spots) are initially located on top of this layer when
increasing the temperature towards TC. However, when
keeping the system at constant temperature, most of these
particles laterally diffuse until they reach a void where they
merge into the first layer [Fig. 4(b), left].
The situation on the hydrophobic part of the sample

[right side of Fig. 4(a)] is different, because here the
particles are repelled from the substrate [(þ�) boundary

FIG. 3 (color online). Temperature dependence of measured
(closed symbols) and calculated (open symbols) potential depth
of a 2:4 �m PS particle on a substrate with one-dimensional,
periodic alternating boundary conditions. The critical tempera-
ture has shifted by 80 mK within our experimental accuracy to
obtain best agreement with the experimental data. The dashed
line is a guide to the eye.
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conditions]. When approaching the critical temperature,
the particles initially form a three-dimensional rather
open structure. At larger time scales and constant tempera-
ture, however, the clusters rearrange and eventually form
faceted close-packed islands with heights up to three par-
ticle diameters [Fig. 4(c)]. At very large time scales (sev-
eral hours) even the aggregation of entire clusters has been
observed. We expect that for other parameters where the
critical Casimir interaction energy largely exceeds kBT,
surface diffusion of particles becomes reduced. Accord-
ingly, this should then lead to fractal or dendritic structures.

To conclude, we have reported on the use of critical
Casimir forces as a novel and robust approach for colloidal
assembly on chemically patterned surfaces. Since these
forces can be controlled by variations in the surface prop-
erties and the mixtures temperature, critical Casimir forces
lead to a rich phase behavior. In contrast to other aggrega-
tion mechanisms, critical Casimir forces are fully revers-
ible which allows to thermally anneal the obtained
structures. This will result in a largely reduced defect
density being important for technical applications
[22,23]. Since critical Casimir forces are not restricted to
micron-sized particles, the principle as discussed here

should be also applicable on smaller length scales. It
should be also mentioned that chemical patterns can be
obtained by other techniques than a FIB, e.g., by self-
assembled monolayers deposited on gold-coated substrates
with microcontact printing [24].
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FIG. 4 (color online). (a) Snapshot of a colloidal suspension
above a substrate with a chemical step, i.e., (�) and (þ )
boundary conditions at the left and right part of the sample.
Because of attractive (left) and repulsive (right) critical Casimir
forces between the particles and the substrate, a monolayer
forms on the left while at the right side the particles arrange in
three-dimensional clusters. (b) Detail of the region at the chemi-
cal interface after the system was kept for several hours at
constant temperature. (c) Optical image of the faceted islands
which form on the hydrophobic substrate when the sample is
kept for several hours at constant temperature.
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